2008–2009
Awards Ceremony

November 25, 2009
Senate Chamber
4:30p.m.

Message from the Chair
On behalf of the Department of Mathematics and Statistics, welcome and thank you for helping us honour the York students who have distinguished themselves through excellence in their study of Mathematics or Statistics in 2008–2009. As educators and professionals, our members feel a particularly strong and proprietary sense of pride in recognizing these students’ accomplishments.

M.W. Wong

Opening Remarks
･ Professor M.W. Wong
  Chair, Mathematics and Statistics
･ Professor Walter Tholen
  Interim Dean, FSE

Speaker: Hongmei Zhu
“Experiencing Mathematics with Digital Images”

Putnam Competition Participants
Karen Yuen Ki Ho  Peter Nguyen
Joe Tchaglassian

Mathematical Contest in Modelling
Karen Yuen Ki Ho  Cathy Ngo
Peter Nguyen

Research at York (RAY) Award
Peter Nguyen

CORS Diploma
Evgeni Gilioutin  Li Nian Heng
Toriano Johnson  Weihong Kong
Nigel Small  Jennifer Wong

Ray and Joe Abramson Award in Mathematics and Statistics
Dharini Vijendran

George & Frances Denzel Award for Excellence in Statistics
Yan Yan Wu

NSERC Summer Research Awards
Anton Tenyakov

Linda Herskowitz Award
To a person or persons who best honours the memory of Linda Herskowitz
Dagmar Musilova  Dharini Vijendran
Abe Karrass/Donald Solitar Mathematics Award
For an outstanding student majoring in Mathematics
and with an interest in Mathematics Education
Dagmar Musilova

Irvine R. Pounder Award
For outstanding majors in a Departmental Program
1st year Karen Huynh Wong
2nd year Weiyang Shi
3rd year Sherin Mariayanayagam
4th year Antonio Speca

Alice Turner Award
For an outstanding graduating major in a Departmental Program
Ezra Hahn

George R. & Mary L. Wallace Award
For outstanding students in a Departmental Program with particular interest in
Actuarial Science, Applied Mathematics or Operations Research
Actuarial Science Anton Tenyakov
Applied Mathematics Ramnath Bhagavath
Operations Research Anna Wydra

Chair’s Honour Roll
Claudio Aguirre Lemus
Judith Bernstein
Ramnath Bhagavath
Alexis Callas
David Cameron
Hassan Chehaitli
Cheng Chen
Claudia Coscia
Dauren Dayembayev
Cassandra Della Mora
Lorianne Donato
Asaf Dror
Stephanie Furtado
Eitan Gazit
Kanwal Gill
Ying Gong
Ezra Hahn
Ick Huh
Karen Huynh Wong
Naamah Jacobs
Mithika Jegasothy
Maaham Khan
Sheldon Lawrence
Ekaterina Lenchikov
Tianyu Li
Yiyan Li
Lin Lin
Francesco Ludovici
Tunde Majaro
Sherin Mariayanayagam
Rodger Mcarthur
Dagmar Musilova
Serge Nahas
Branislav Nikolic
Chi Park
Hyesoon Park
Inhye Park
Kyounga Park
Silviu Pitis
Felipe Posada
Ehud Prisman
Blake Rasmussen
Amir Razavi
Mohammad Samani Nasab
Karina Selskiy
Iru Shah
Mayank Sharma
Weiyang Shi
Ravinderpal Singh
Gajanath Siveswaran
Natalya Soloveychik
Antonio Speca
Anton Tenyakov
Ragavan Thurairatnam
Andre Torozyan
Victor Tsetsulin
Prasanthan
Urithirakodeeswaran
Svetozar Valtchev
Samuel Vieira
Dharini Vijendran
Jingjia Wang
Jun Wang
Jonathan Weltman
Reuben Weltman
Chi Wu
Zhifeng Wu
Anna Wydra
Eric Xayavong
Min Xu
Shaofang Xu
Weifeng Xu
Xianbo Yang
John Yawney
Gil Yehudaiff
Jie Yu
Hongying Zhang
Qi Zhao
Ying Zhao